Abbey Line User Survey
Summary of Responses
Executive Summary
The Abbey Line Community Rail Partnership (CRP), and Abbey Flyer Users’ Group (ABFLY)
commissioned BRE to carry out a study of those living within the area covered by the Abbey Line
train service, with the aim of providing data to support potential improvements to the service.
A web-based survey campaign was run in January of 2016 inviting residents and businesses within
the area covered by the Abbey Line train service to share their thoughts and experiences of the
service.
The findings, based on a total of 378 valid responses, show that there is good awareness of the
service and people generally believe that it is a good and useful resource, however there are key
areas in which they feel improvements could be made. These are:
•
•
•

Reliability
Frequency
Time of termination in the evening

Also much requested are direct services into London without having to change at Watford Junction.
There is a potential to increase the use of the service by existing users who mostly use it a few times
a month or less, as well as bringing on board new users by making changes in these areas.
One in ten respondents have found themselves unable to use the service because they were unable
to buy tickets. Some have seen other people or have themselves used the service without paying for
tickets. The introduction of pre-payment cards and readers such as Oyster Cards (which is the most
preferred ticket purchasing option) along the length of the service may see an improvement in this
area.
Further gains may be made by ensuring that toilets on trains are operational, introducing Wi-Fi to
trains, improving security at stations and generally increasing visible staff presence.
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Introduction
The Abbey Line train service runs from St Albans Abbey station to Watford Junction and has been in
use since 1858. Formed in 2005, the Abbey Line Community Rail Partnership (CRP) seeks to both
promote and improve the service. As part of their ongoing work the CRP commissioned BRE to carry
out a study of those living within the area covered by the Abbey Line, to gain greater insight into
what could be done to improve the service for those already using it as well as what potentially
could be done to increase uptake of use.

Methodology
BRE, in collaboration with CRP and ABFLY, designed a web-based questionnaire for use in a survey
campaign of residents and businesses within the area covered by the Abbey Line train service. The
questionnaire is directed at both users and non-users of the train service and seeks to provide
information on the following three areas:
•
•
•

Travel habits and use of the Abbey Line service
Barriers to use of the service
Drivers for use of the service

The survey campaign was promoted by mailshot in January 2016, directing recipient of flyers to the
online questionnaire. There was an issue with the delivery of the promotional flyers to those living in
the Park Street and How Wood areas. It is therefore possible that these areas may be slightly underrepresented in the data.
A prize draw was used to incentivise participation with the top prize of a monthly standard class
season ticket, valid from any Abbey line station to any other London Midland station including
Euston. In addition, there was a second place prize of a weekly season ticket, again valid from any
Abbey line station to any London Midland station, and finally 4 x third place prizes of a standard class
day ticket valid on London Midland services only.
The survey was available online for completion over January 2016. Once closed, the data was
collated, cleaned and analysed by BRE. This report presents the analysis and findings of survey. The
survey questions can be seen in Appendix A: Abbey Flyer User Survey.

Findings
A total of 412 of responses were submitted to the Abbey Flyer user survey of which 378 (91.7%)
were valid. The following analysis is conducted on those 378 valid responses.
The survey questions cover the following three areas and the findings are presented in these groups:
•
•
•

Respondent travel habits and use of the Abbey Line service
Barriers to use of the service
Drivers for use of the service
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Respondent travel habits and use of the Abbey Line service
All respondents were asked to indicate what their closest Abbey Line train station was and whether
they used the service. The vast majority 345 (91.8%) of respondents to the survey use the Abbey
Line train service (when travelling between St Albans and Watford).
Table 1 shows the distribution of the respondent’s closest Abbey Line station.
Table 1. Which is your closest Abbey Line train station?
Frequency
Watford Junction

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

36

9.5

9.8

9.8

111

29.4

30.2

39.9

Garston

54

14.3

14.7

54.6

Bricket Wood

46

12.2

12.5

67.1

How Wood

38

10.1

10.3

77.4

Park Street

20

5.3

5.4

82.9

St. Albans Abbey

63

16.7

17.1

100.0

Subtotal

368

97.4

100.0

Missing

10

2.6

378

100.0

Watford North

Total

Figure 1. Nearest Abbey Line train station
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One in five of the respondents’ nearest Abbey Line station was Watford North. There is a possibility
that respondents living nearest to How Wood and Park Street are under-represented in the survey
due to issues with leafleting in these areas.

Non-users of the Service
Thirty one respondents do not use the Abbey Line service, they were asked further questions to try
and ascertain whether there was any potential for their being able to use the service. Firstly, did
they work near an Abbey Line station. Table 2 shows that 8 (25.8%) of the non-users work near an
Abbey Line station.
Table 2. Is your place of work near an Abbey Line train station?
Frequency

Valid
Percent

Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Watford Junction

3

9.7

9.7

9.7

Bricket Wood

3

9.7

9.7

19.4

St. Albans Abbey

2

6.5

6.5

25.8

22

71.0

71.0

96.8

1

3.2

3.2

100.0

31

100.0

100.0

No my place of work is not
near an Abbey Line Station
Don’t know
Total

When asked if they travel to Watford Junction to catch an onward train, just over half of the nonusers (16 of the 31) said yes (Note: We do not have any information on the frequency of this
journey). The means of travel to Watford Junction for those 16 is presented in Table 3.
The most common mode of transport for this group of respondents is private vehicle. The one
respondent answering ‘Other’ was invited to specify what that other means of transport was, their
response was “varies”.
Table 3. How do you usually travel to Watford Junction?
Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Walk

4

25.0

25.0

25.0

Bus

2

12.5

12.5

37.5

Cycle

2

12.5

12.5

50.0

Private vehicle

7

43.8

43.8

93.8

Other (please state)

1

6.3

6.3

100.0

16

100.0

100.0

Total

Non-users of the service continued the survey answering questions on barriers to use of the service.
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Users of the Service
Of the 345 respondents that use the Abbey Line train service, 57 (16.6%) use it 5-7 times per week.
The vast majority 243 (70.6%) use the service a few times a month or even less often, see Table 4.
Table 4. How often do you use the Abbey Line train service?
Frequency
A few times per year or less

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

154

44.6

44.8

44.8

A few times a Month

89

25.8

25.9

70.6

Once a Week

16

4.6

4.7

75.3

2-4 Times a Week

28

8.1

8.1

83.4

5-7 Times a Week

57

16.5

16.6

100.0

344

99.7

100.0

1

0.3

345

100.0

Subtotal
Missing
Total

Figure 2. Frequency of use of the Abbey Line train service
The users were asked to indicate their main reason(s) for using the Abbey Line train service. Table 5
shows that 260 (75.6%) of users claim leisure activities as one of the main reasons for use, work is
second most common reason, cited by 130 (37.8%). Of 260 people that use the service for accessing
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leisure activities, 174 (66.9%) don’t use it for any other purpose. Similarly, 60 (46.2%) of those using
the service for travel to and from work, don’t use it for any other purpose.
Table 5. What is/are your main reasons for using the Abbey Line train service?
Frequency

Percentage of
respondents

Leisure activities

260

75.6

Work

130

37.8

40

11.6

9

2.6

Other (please state)
School, college or other educational establishment

Figure 3. Main reasons for using the Abbey Line train service
The other reasons given for the using the service can be roughly grouped under the following
categories:
•
•
•

Social engagements or types of leisure activity e.g. shopping, visiting friends, etc.
Occasional/infrequent activities e.g. hospital visits, jury service, etc.
Connecting to mainline trains

The full list of ‘Other’ reasons cited for using the service is presented in Table 14 in Appendix B.
User were asked to identify their starting and destination stations for their most frequently taken
Abbey Line journey. These are presented in Table 6 and Table 7 respectively.
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Table 6. Starting station
Frequency
Watford Junction

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

32

9.3

9.4

9.4

107

31.0

31.3

40.6

Garston

51

14.8

14.9

55.6

Bricket Wood

42

12.2

12.3

67.8

How Wood

33

9.6

9.6

77.5

Park Street

22

6.4

6.4

83.9

St. Albans Abbey

55

15.9

16.1

100.0

342

99.1

100.0

3

0.9

345

100.0

Watford North

Subtotal
Missing
Total

Figure 4. Starting station for most frequently taken Abbey Line journey
Unsurprisingly the distribution of starting stations is almost identical to the distribution of stations
nearest to respondents. With respect to the destination stations, the two most common are
Watford Junction and St Albans Abbey accounting for the destination in 95% of cases.
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Table 7. Destination station
Frequency
Watford Junction

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

193

55.9

56.6

56.6

Watford North

3

0.9

0.9

57.5

Garston

1

0.3

0.3

57.8

Bricket Wood

5

1.4

1.5

59.2

How Wood

6

1.7

1.8

61.0

Park Street

2

0.6

0.6

61.6

St. Albans Abbey

131

38.0

38.4

100.0

Subtotal

341

98.8

100.0

4

1.2

345

100.0

Missing
Total

Figure 5. Destination station for most frequently taken Abbey Line journey
Based on the responses to these questions it was possible to look at what journeys were being made
using the service. The most common journeys are listed below along with the number and
percentage of users making them.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Watford North to St Albans Abbey
St Albans Abbey to Watford Junction
How Wood to Watford Junction
Watford North to Watford Junction
Bricket Wood to Watford Junction
Garston to Watford Junction
Watford Junction to St Albans Abbey
Garston to St Albans Abbey
How Wood to St Albans Abbey
Bricket Wood to St Albans Abbey

61
45
43
40
32
31
28
20
12
9

(18.0%)
(13.3%)
(12.7%)
(11.8%)
(9.4%)
(9.1%)
(8.3%)
(5.9%)
(3.5%)
(2.7%)

Other journeys with different starting and destination station combinations were specified, but have
not been listed as in each case they were made by three or fewer users.
Upon reaching their destinations stations almost all users 332 (96.2%) continue their journey either
by walking or taking another train, see Table 8.
Table 8. Once you reach your destination station, how do you usually continue your journey?
Frequency
Walk

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

184

53.3

53.3

53.3

Bicycle

7

2.0

2.0

55.4

Bus

4

1.2

1.2

56.5

148

42.9

42.9

99.4

2

0.6

0.6

100.0

345

100.0

100.0

Change to a different train
Other (please state)
Total

One of the two users that continued their journeys in ‘Other’ ways, specified that they travelled by
coach, the other user stated that they transferred to another train.
The 148 users that indicated that they continued their journey by changing to another train were
asked to specify whether the train they changed to went a London station; 31 (20.9%) indicated that
the trains they boarded went to a station that was not in London. This finding is echoed in
comments like that below given in response to main reasons for using the Abbey Line service.
“Use it as means of getting to Watford Jnc to pick up main line as working in
Birmingham / Coventry”
Although not terminating their journey at a London station, 4 (12.9%) of the thirty one users do
travel through London to arrive at their non-London station.
Focusing solely on the 131 users whose destination station is St Albans Abbey, the survey asks what
they do upon arriving in St Albans. Table 9 shows that almost all, 128 of these users go into the town
centre, while just 23 continue on to City Station.
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Table 9. Upon arriving at St Albans Abbey do you ever?

Continue to St Albans City Station
Go into the town centre

Frequency

Percentage of
respondents

23

17.7

128

98.5

Of the users continuing their journey by going to City station, 21 (91.3%) also go into the town
centre.
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Barriers to use of the Abbey Line service
A total of 287 survey respondents use the Abbey Line service fewer than five to seven times per
week, (this includes those that do not use the service at all). These ‘infrequent’ users were asked
what, if anything, currently stops them from using the service more regularly, i.e. what are the
barriers of use to Abbey Line service. Table 10 shows the responses to this question.
Table 10. What, if anything, currently stops you from using the Abbey Line train service more regularly?
Frequency

Percentage of
respondents

Service isn't frequent enough

161

60.8

Other (please state)

107

40.4

Poor connections with other services

45

17.0

Unsure of daily timetable

43

16.2

Too expensive

41

15.5

Prefer other transport methods

39

14.7

Unable to purchase a ticket

26

9.8

2

0.8

Not aware of the service

The results indicate that there is very good awareness of the service. Although aware of the service
there is some uncertainty about the daily timetable for some respondents.

Figure 6. Barriers to use of the Abbey Line train service
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The ability to purchase a ticket is an issue for a very small proportion (<10%) of respondents, of
concern to slightly more respondents is the cost of ticket.
“When trying to purchase an all-day travel card, at Watford North, you are charged for
a travel card travelling through St Albans, instead of Watford and it's about £4 more
expensive! Have to buy ticket from train guard to get correct fare.”
Certain respondents prefer to travel by other means, greater convenience and lower cost is often
cited as a reason for this. A similar proportion of respondents feel that the service does not connect
up well with other services.
Of far greater impact and cited by 60.8% of respondents was that the fact that the service doesn’t
run frequently enough. This is the number one reason for people not using the service more often.
The second most commonly cited reason was ‘Other’. Respondents were invited to provide a brief
explanation of what that ‘Other’ reason was, this is summarised below. The full list of 107 ‘Other’
reasons given for not using the service is presented in Table 15 of Appendix B.
By far, the main ‘Other’ reason that people do not use the service more frequently is that it stops
too early in the evenings. Three quarters of users rely on the service to get them to leisure
activities/social events, many of which may finish later of an evening. The current time table means
that while the service may be relied upon for getting to an event it cannot be used for getting home.
“Does not run late enough particularly at weekends. It used to be a midnight service
once and in view of the bus service cuts after 7pm, it would be great to be able to rely
on the flyer as a way home. Especially after Cinema or Stage shows in the Watford St.
Albans areas.”
In addition to the service ending too early there is also a feeling that the service is unreliable and
that the current scheduling means that trains do run frequently enough. Both of which result in
potentially lengthy waits and difficulty in connecting with other services.
“I commute almost daily from Garston to Watford Junction, but prefer currently to cycle
the distance as previous experience has demonstrated to me all too often that the
Abbey Line is incredibly unreliable and I got fed up of cancelled trains and long delays.
Increasing the reliability of the service and its frequency would help with this. The
service also ends too early of an evening (I believe 9.40pm to be the latest train you can
catch from Euston in order to get an Abbey Line train on a weekday).”
In addition to changes to scheduling, a related point was raised about the lack of a direct service to
London by some respondents. With some users saying that they would like such a service for getting
to and from work.
“I often drive to Radlett station to get into London because there are more frequent
trains and it saves changing at Watford. But that is more expensive and I have to pay to
park. (I can walk to Bricket Wood station.)”
Many respondents commented that they had free bus passes so would use the bus service over the
Abbey Line service as this would be cheaper. It was also pointed out that the buses ran more
frequently. The issue of cost was also raised by those without free bus passes.
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“I work from home and commute on an infrequent basis. When I go to London I prefer
to drive to Edgware where I can park for £4 per day and take the tube which is cheaper
than using National Rail”
Finally, some respondents don’t use the service more often or at all because they do not have a
need to.
In summary, the most commonly stated ‘Other’ reasons for why the service is not used more
frequently are in descending order:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service stopping too early
Unreliability of the service
Scheduling/ frequency of the service
Cost
No need to use the service
Ability to get into London directly without changing trains

Drivers for use of the Abbey Line service
Three scenarios were presented to the ‘infrequent users’ to gauge both their interest in potential
changes to the service and the likelihood of using the service as a result of the changes. Likelihood is
indicted on a five-point scale where 1 = not at all likely and 5 = extremely likely. Table 11 shows the
frequency of response for each scenario. Figure 7 to Figure 9 show the percentage breakdown of
the ratings.
Table 11. Frequency of likelihood ratings for service scenarios
*

Service ran more
frequently

Service went
directly to London
at peak times

1 – Not at all likely

12

21

27

2

20

25

16

3

55

44

42

4

84

68

44

5 – Extremely likely

110

129

145

Subtotal

281

287

274

6

0

13

287
Total
Without having to change at Watford Junction

287

287

Missing
*

Service ran later
into the evening

The majority of respondents (69%) indicate that they are to some degree more likely to use the
service if it were to run more frequently. The same is also true for the service running later into the
evening and going directly into London at peak times without having to stop at Watford Junction.
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Figure 7. Likelihood of using the Abbey Line service if it ran more frequently

Figure 8. Likelihood of using the Abbey Line service if it ran later into the evening
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Figure 9. Likelihood of using the Abbey Line service if it went directly to London at peak times
Under each scenario the remaining 31% of respondents are either to some degree unlikely to use
the service or are indifferent to the proposed change.
All survey respondents, users and non-users alike, were asked about their preferred methods for
purchasing tickets from a list of options. The most preferred option is pre-payment/pay-as-you-go
cards such the Oyster card, see Table 12. Ticket machines and conductors selling tickets on trains are
also popular options. Just one in five respondents find purchase by smartphone an attractive option.
Table 12. Which of the below ticket purchasing options do you prefer?
Frequency

Percentage of
respondents

Pre-payment/pay-as-you-go card (Oyster card for example)

223

59.3

Ticket machine at stations

185

49.2

Train conductor selling tickets on the train

162

43.1

Contactless payment / Wave and pay

124

33.0

Online purchase

97

25.8

Staffed ticket office

93

24.7

Smart phone payment

78

20.7

No preference

12

3.2

Other (please state)

11

2.9
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Figure 10. Preferred Tcket purchasing options

A variety of comments related to alternative and existing ticket purchasing options were specified by
the 11 respondents that indicated they preferred some other ticket purchasing option to that listed.
Suggestions for alternative purchase options include pre-purchase tickets which could be validated
on a train such as occurs on the Continent, ticket machines on trains and annual season tickets.
Other responses were largely comments that highlighted the need to retain or improve specific
existing purchasing options and in one case the stations tickets should cover. The full list of
responses can be seen in Table 16 in Appendix B.
In order to determine what would encourage or drive greater use of the service, all respondents
were asked to indicate how desirable the following service offerings were to them.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Catering at stations
Catering on trains
Free Wi-Fi at stations
Free Wi-Fi on trains
More space for bicycles at stations
More space for bicycles on trains
Operational toilets
Improved security at stations
More visible staff presence at stations
More visible staff presence on trains
Other (user specified)
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Desirability was measured on a five point scale, where 1 = not at all desirable and 5 = very desirable.
Table 13 presents the frequencies of response for each service offering and Figure 13 to Figure 22
show the percentage breakdown of ratings. The responses for ‘Other’ service offerings (to those
already mentioned) are not presented, this is because only one person provided a full answer for
this question and requested a “Good connection to London”.

Catering at stations

Catering on trains

Free Wi-Fi at stations

Free Wi-Fi on trains

More space for
bicycles at stations

More space for
bicycles on trains

Operational toilets

Improved security at
station

More visible staff
presence at stations

More visible staff
presence on trains

Table 13. Frequency of desirability ratings for service offerings

127

179

67

57

119

117

24

19

32

28

2

71

70

37

28

44

48

29

24

31

35

3

73

54

68

59

70

68

64

79

83

79

4

41

10

49

62

42

46

88

92

103

93

5 – Very desirable

22

13

128

147

34

35

140

129

98

113

334

326

349

353

309

314

345

343

347

348

Not applicable

33

39

18

17

53

50

25

26

20

16

Missing

11

13

11

8

16

14

8

9

11

14

378

378

378

378

378

378

378

378

378

378

1 – Not at all desirable

Subtotal

Total

The average rating for desirability of each service offering is presented in Figure 11. It is apparent
from the data that the less desirable service offerings are catering at stations and on trains. The
average ratings for more bicycle space (at stations and on trains) is slightly higher than that for
catering but is still below the midpoint of the scale which is considered to be a neutral zone.
The most desirable service offerings are operational toilets and improved security at stations.
Unsurprisingly any potential improvement to safety and security, be that by more visible staff or
other measures, is also considered highly desirable. On a par with safety and security is the provision
of free Wi-Fi on trains, which is more desirable than free Wi-Fi at stations.
Of potential interest is any difference in desirability of different service offerings between users and
non-users of the train service. Figure 12 shows the average rating for desirability of each service
offering by respondent type. It would appear that there is no great difference between types of
respondent as to which service offerings hold more or less appeal. It could be concluded that nonusers of the service find the same service offerings desirable as do users of the service keeping in
mind the following caveat: the number of non-users upon which this comparison is made is
relatively small at 31 (versus 378 users).
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Figure 11. Mean desirability per service offering

Figure 12. Mean desirability per service offering by respondent type
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Figure 13. Desirability of catering at stations

Figure 14. Desirability for catering on trains
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Figure 15. Desirability for free Wi-Fi at stations

Figure 16. Desirability of free Wi-Fi on trains
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Figure 17. Desirability for more space for bicycles at stations

Figure 18. Desirability for more space for bicycles on trains
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Figure 19. Desirability for operational toilets on trains

Figure 20. Desirability for improved security at stations
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Figure 21. Desirability for more visible staff presence at stations

Figure 22. Desirability for more visible staff presence on trains
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All respondents were invited to share any additional comments that they might have about the
Abbey Line train service. Comments were provided by 134 of 378 respondents and are summarised
below. The full list of comments can be viewed in Table 17 in Appendix B.
Comments vary widely in content praising the train service, making suggestions for its improvement
and highlighting issues.
“This service is a vital link in the area and needs to be maintained at all costs”
“Please keep it going, a highly desirable service to have at our doorstep”
“A key local service that must be preserved and enhanced. Road links to Watford at
rush hour are impossible. Abbey Flyer is a quick and convenient alternative”
Unsurprisingly issues previously addressed under barriers to using the service are reiterated, in
particular the fact that for some the service doesn’t run late enough into the evening, nor does it run
frequently enough and is not considered to be reliable.
“More frequent & reliable service. Better rail replacement.”
“The main problem with the Abbey line is it does not run late enough. Last train leave
Watford Junction at around 9.30. That might have been late 30 years ago but now it is
not considered late.”
“This is a very handy service to and from Watford.... I would use it much more if it went
on into London and back”
There are many comments related to tickets, these cover different types of ticket e.g. annual season
ticket, ticket pricing and the way in which they are purchased or indeed not purchased. Several
respondents state that they see people using the service without having a ticket.
“Payment. Too many people, including myself never pay for the service. I am not happy
to use my bank card on a remote platform. Bring back the ticket collector, if not, then
an oyster type card seems sensible”
“Single ticket price is virtually same as a return! Discourages me from the healthy
option of walking one way to St Albans & taking train back!”
Far fewer in number but of interest are comments related to aspects of the service not covered in
the survey e.g. such as anti-social behaviour, good accessibility, cleanliness of trains and more secure
cycle storage. While there are not huge numbers of these types of comments they provide some
interesting insight into what it is like to use the service for a spectrum of people.
“If they were to run more frequently and longer into the evening that would be great!!
Although as a young female I do feel unsafe using the train in the evening”
“Please clean the train or update it. It looks very un-loved. thank you.”
“I am disabled and the lack of information on the line regarding delays if very
frustrating. Also the monitor detailing departures at the bottom of platform 11 at
Watford Junction has been out of order for some weeks which is particularly unhelpful.”
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Discussion and Conclusions
There is reasonably good awareness of the Abbey Line train service with less than one percent of
respondents citing that they were unaware of it. Further to that, non-users know where their
nearest stations are located and many have had experience of using the service in the past.
Most commonly-made journeys terminate at St Albans Abbey or Watford Junction. The majority of
users travelling to St Albans Abbey are going into town but a small contingent do go on to continue
their journeys from St Albans City station. While the same pattern can be seen in those travelling to
Watford Junction, the proportion of passengers going on to catch trains going elsewhere is greater.
The vast majority of people using the Abbey Line use the service between a few times a year and a
few times a month. The purpose of their journeys are largely leisure based. A small subset of this
group is happy with the service as it is but most would like to be able to see changes to the service
(increased frequency and later running hours), that would enable them to use it more often, most
notably for leisure activities taking place in the evenings.
The remainder of the users, that use the service more frequently (between once a week up to
everyday), predominantly do so for commuting to work and / or school but also use the service for
leisure trips. These users would also like to see improvements and changes to the service such as a
direct train service to London during peak hours. However, the biggest improvement they would like
to see is with regard to reliability of the service, which is a sentiment echoed by all users and nonusers alike. Concerns around reliability also relate to how the information about delays and
replacement bus services etc. is communicated. Comments would suggest that improvements could
be made in this area.
Despite being open to all, the survey was not completed by very many non-users of the service.
However, based on information provided it is possible to see that these people could be using the
service as over half of them travel to Watford Junction to catch an onward train. Comments from
this group suggest that reliability and flexibility (no direct trains to London and frequency not high
enough) of the Abbey Line service was an issue for them.
The preferred method for purchasing tickets is pre-payment card (e.g. Oyster card) followed by
ticket machines and train conductors selling tickets on the train. Currently, one in ten users say that
they have been unable to purchase a ticket, there is no information on how many users simply do
not choose to, but comments suggest that this does occur frequently. Installing and maintaining prepayment card readers and ticket machines in combination with increasing staff presence in stations,
(something which is much desired) could potentially address this issue.
In general, more visible staff presence and improved security at stations specifically are things that
are highly desired. So too is Wi-Fi on trains and operational toilets. These are service offerings that
would ‘delight the customers’ but would not necessarily see an increase in use of the service as
these are not the issues on which people focus on when highlighting what improvement/changes
they would like to see to the service. The areas of improvement that most people want to see are
an increase in the frequency and reliability of the service, along with a later finishing time.
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Questions displayed to those respondents that DO NOT use the Abbey Line service
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Questions displayed to those respondents that DO use the Abbey Line service.
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Appendix A

Questions displayed to those respondents who use the service fewer than 5 to 7 times per week,
(includes those people that do not use the service at all)
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Questions displayed to ALL respondents
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Appendix B: Open Text Responses to Questions
All responses to open text questions are presented verbatim in the following tables.

Table 14. ‘Other’ main reason(s) for using the Abbey Line train service
Other main reason(s) for using the Abbey Line train Service
Travelling to Watford Junction to make a connection to Birmingham
Social
Socialising in St Albans or London
To connect to London trains
shopping
Have used for hospital appointments in St Albans and to catch trains from St Albans city when unable to drive
in 2015
Social
Shopping in Watford
temporary commitment in St Albans
Shopping
London Hospital appointments
Shopping
Meeting friends in a central location
visiting friends and family
Travelling North on the mainline from Watford, and occasionally travelling to London
I'm currently job seeking and go for interviews in London. If I get a job I will be a regular commuter.
Travelling to shop or work
visiting friends in Bricket wood.
Used to use it daily for work. I'm now retired.
Voluntary work
Going to Watford or St Albans from Bricket Wood
travel into London
Other main reason(s) for using the Abbey Line train Service -- continued
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Use it as means getting to Watford Jnc to pick up main line as working in Birmingham/Coventry
Shopping in Watford
shopping
Partner lives in Garston as such sometimes commute from here
visit St Albans for market , and meals
Regular Hospital Visits
to connect with other trains going north
I did jury service in St Albans and used the service then, as well as occasionally in my free time.
I've thoroughly enjoyed taking my family to meet father Christmas on board & also to visit St Albans for the
seasons panto.
Shopping in Watford
seeing family
If the service improves/continues I intend to use it for work also
To visit the Abbey - religious reasons
Used daily whilst working. Now retired and used only occasionally
To get to Watford Hospital
It's a way of taking my bike to St Albans
Bi monthly trips to Watford junction to Birmingham or Manchester
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Table 15. Barriers to using the Abbey Line train service more regularly
Barriers To Using The Abbey Line Train Service More Regularly
When trying to purchase an all-day travel card, at Watford North, you are charged for a travel card travelling
through St Albans, instead of Watford and it's about £4 more expensive! Have to buy ticket from train guard to
get correct fare.
I use the St Albans City station to get to central London for work every day.
Time and work duties
Last train back too early
Unchallenged antisocial behaviour
Returning from London late in the evening after visiting the theatre, there is not a train from Watford to How
Wood. On those occasions we travel to London from St Albans City Station to use the Bedford / Brighton
trains, but still need to hire a taxi from St Albans to Park Street in the evening as there are no late evening
buses !!.
don't have any problems
No late evening service
Use car
Does not run late enough for nights out in St Albans
No need to travel
Train doesn't run late enough into the evening- I get home after 10pm usually so it is better to drive to Watford
junction and drive home from there. If I am definitely getting home before 10pm then I use the Abbey line.
The train does not run very late, the last train is too early if going to St Albans to socialise.

Service does not connect to any other trains at St Albans. I used to get the train to St Albans then walk up the
hill to get a bus to Hatfield but this too a long time and was expensive so it was cheaper, faster and more
convenient to buy a car.
not reliable
Needs later times for when socialising in St Albans to come home after pub hours
I now get a free bus pass so it is cheaper to get a 321 bus from Abbey Station which takes me into the town
centre. It is also more frequent.
Stops too early
Don't need to use it that often.
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Barriers to using the Abbey Line train service more regularly - continued
The timing of the train do not time well with when the London Euston train get into Watford Junction. Have to
wait around too long
Unreliable service, lots of cancellations
If the weather is nice I'll cycle all the way.
Young children so we need lots of stuff, will use more in the future
I use it when I need to make this journey
The service doesn't run late enough if out for the evening, especially adding the walking time/distance to the
stations from the town centres (Watford or St Albans) to come home.
The service is currently unreliable.
I have also known the indicator board to give out the wrong information when trains had been cancelled but
were actually running.
I have also got in a taxi (replacement service covering the cancelled train), going in the wrong direction
because that information/bus driver was totally inadequate.
Sometimes unable to pay
Do not often have time to go to St Albans
Only visit B'ham and M'cr infrequently.
Normally only use it if snow or other reasons make car impractical - otherwise it's much too slow overall.
The main inhibitor is the need to change at Watford for London, and not being able to get a travel card. With
direct trains and ticketing this line would be used by enormous numbers.
I often drive to Radlett station to get into London because there are more frequent trains and it saves changing
at Watford. But that is more expensive and I have to pay to park. (I can walk to Bricket Wood station.)
Use mostly in the evenings for going out
I use it when catching a train North, or coming home from a hospital appointment
Nothing it's a great facility
Now retired!
The main reason I would use it, if available, would be an evening service in order to get into St. Albans without
paying extortionate taxi fares.
Doesn't run late enough for return after evening function in London
Trains not available in the late evening for return journey
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Barriers to using the Abbey Line train service more regularly - continued
Don't like the ticket machine at North Watford station. Never used it, never will.
Abbey station not convenient for me and train doesn't go all the way into Watford centre.
Have got a bus pass, so,obviously, travelling by bus is cheaper, and the bus usually takes me closer to my
destination. Further, the train service does not run late enough.
Nothing
I don't go to Watford often, very useful when I do.
If there was a service to London I would use it every day as I work in London but live near the Abbey station.
I work from home and commute on an infrequent basis. When I go to London I prefer to drive to Edgware
where I can park for £4 per day and take the tube which is cheaper than using National Rail
Service is too unreliable. Too many train failures
Lack of need to go to any of the destinations served by line.
Frequency of use depends on number of social engagements in St. Albans
The service can be unreliable
The service is unreliable. Staff shortages & train breakdowns occur to often.
Trains do not run late enough in the evening
New trains unreliable
More convenient by car if shopping in Watford or St Albans
Doesn't run late enough
I use bus services as have free travel pass as am pensioner
Pensioner household so generally use bus. Use train to join connections at WJ and instead of the bus later in
the evening.
The service is also unreliable with trains not running / being cancelled
Doesn't run late enough in the evening
Unreliable, if no drivers they cancel service. Not always a replacement bus.
Only use for trip to St. Albans only do this a few times a year.
The service ceases by 22:00. This is far too early. Apparently the service ran until the small hours years ago.
Why can't this be reintroduced? It would show London Midland's commitment to this community.
Finishes too early in the evening
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Barriers to using the Abbey Line train service more regularly - continued
It does not run late enough for me to get from St Albans at night so I get a lift instead.
It would be good if it ran later
reliability and cancellations
Parents available to give me a lift
use other more local shops
Over past 40 years, I have used it to travel via the Overground and bus to visit elderly relative in Eastcote,
Middx.; to visit Mt Vernon and Northwick Park hospitals; to walk in Bricket Wood area; to shop in Watford; to
visit Cassiobury Park. Now my circumstances have changed and I rarely use it. But I probably will still
occasionally. (And our U3A Senior Railcard group uses it to access the main line for day trips.)
Last train back from St Albans to Watford is too early so doesn't allow its use to return from a night out in St
Albans.
VERY BUSY LIVES, BUT AS A FAMILY WE ALL ENJOY THE RIDE. HOWEVER, IT IS CHEAPER FOR US
TO DRIVE AND PARK FOR FREE FOR 2 HOURS AT THE LEISURE CENTRE OPPOSITE THE STATION.
I have a bus pass
Does not run late enough particularly at weekends. It used to be a midnight service once and in view of the
bus service cuts after 7pm, it would be great to be able to rely on the flyer as a way home. Especially after
Cinema or Stage shows in the WatfordSt.Albans areas.
Times don't always suit my work times, especially in the dark evenings, waiting for the next train in the cold
and dark
service finishes to early
Does not run late enough. Finishes too early every evening.
Cancelled too many times so can't rely on it 100%
All too frequent times that trains are not running. Leaves on line, broken down train etc
I commute almost daily from Garston to Watford Junction, but prefer currently to cycle the distance as
previous experience has demonstrated to me all too often that the Abbey Line is incredibly unreliable and I got
fed up of cancelled trains and long delays. Increasing the reliability of the service and its frequency would help
with this. The service also ends too early of an evening (I believe 9.40pm to be the latest train you can catch
from Euston in order to get an Abbey Line train on a weekday).
doesn’t run late enough
I use the car in the winter but the train in good weather
I have a baby and a dog and it is a pain how frequently there is a bus replacement in the line.
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Barriers to using the Abbey Line train service more regularly - continued
it does not run late enough in the evenings to enable me to spend the evening in Watford e.g. attend theatre,
concerts etc.
Use on weekends for leisure. One journey in and one out. If I didn’t work I would use it during the week too.
My husband and I love this shuttle service.
Doesn't run late enough in the evening
I would be more attracted to going out in St Albans if the service ran more frequently/later. I believe the last
train back towards Watford is around 9pm, which is not particularly late for an evening out.
I go to concerts/arts events a lot in Watford and London and the last train is far too early.
Service reliability, i.e. train not running or not enough staff
Unreliable service (trees on line, square wheels on trains, etc.)
Last train too early, would be better if Abbey line was not at the bottom of the hill
Too far from shopping
Don't go to Watford very often
There are no trains later than 21:52 back from St Albans Abbey.
The journey out is fine but on return I may have a considerable wait to catch the Abbey flyer home. I therefore
tend to drive to Radlett and use the service from there.
If a train is cancelled it is 40 minutes until the next one. Therefore I don't rely on it to connect with west coast
mainline.
Needs a direct connection to London ideally then would use it every day!
No late connections from Watford
no direct line to inner London
Being over 60 and with a free bus pass tend to use bus more
No late service back from Watford
Love using the Abbey line, but in the last few years it has become unreliable, replaced by buses or taxis.
Only use it when going to St. Albans for evening out, only do that a few times a year.
Does not run late enough in the evening
Don't live nearby.
Trains don't run late enough
health reasons- I need someone to travel with me
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Barriers to using the Abbey Line train service more regularly - continued
trains stop running to early
Usually going to Euston
Don't travel regularly.
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Table 16 ‘Other’ preferred ticket purchasing options
Other preferred tickets purchasing options
Pre-purchased tickets stamped and validated on train. (Continental system)
Oyster card
Because this service does not connect with other trains running from Watford Junction, or is frequent, buying a
ticket (at Watford Junction) means going in the opposite direction to the Abbey Flyer platform so you can miss
the Abbey Flyer train, therefore a conductor is essential!
Availability of travel card that includes both St. Albans stations is the most crucial issue
Annual season ticket
Pre-purchased tickets stamped and validated in the train i.e. continental system
If no Oyster at other stations, there needs to be an Oyster reader on platform 11 so that one can alight, quickly
touch in, and get back on the train if there is a through service, but ideally there needs to be Oyster at ALL
stations.
A ticket machine on the train? Not always time to get ticket beforehand if last minute decision.
Season ticket
Through work season ticket loan
Ticket machine doesn't issue monthly tickets. Monthly tickets issued by train staff never work on the
automated gates and have to be changed at a staffed office.
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Table 17. Comments on the Abbey Line train service
Comments on the Abbey Line train service
Evening times traveling to St Albans from Watford Junction would be better if the departure times allowed for
the connection from Clapham Junction. If you are lucky the 17:21 departure from WJ can be caught otherwise
it's a long wait for the train to return!
It seems to be under-utilised at present and given how much over-capacity there is on the trains that run into
central London from St Albans City station, there would be a great opportunity to use the St Albans Abbey line
for central London and other area.
I think the Abbey Line is an extremely important service. It's quicker than a bus and extremely convenient for
those who cannot/do not/choose not to drive. If the line went directly to London, it would be used more by
people who live on this side of the city rather than having to travel to and park at St Albans City
The Abbey line used to be so reliable but in the last few months it has been a nightmare, cancelled more times
in the last couple of months than it has in the last couple of years.
Replacement buses take too long to get to your destination, 6/7 seater taxis would be a better idea so you can
fit more people in a car going straight to the same place instead of a bus going all round the houses to reach
all stations. What takes the train 8 minutes to get to the station, the bus takes forever.
Trains running more frequently. As if the train from London is even 1 minute late it does not wait, therefore you
have to sit on the platform for 45 minutes, which is not ideal with no staff around.
Ultimately, it would make sense to link Abbey line to City Station which would improve its wider transport
appeal. This would be possible by reinstating the line from near Park Street across to Napsbury or run the line
from the Abbey up to London Road
When staff ARE visible they never tackle problems such as smoking, bad/anti-social behaviour
The main problem with the Abbey line is it does not run late enough. Last train leave Watford Junction at
around 9.30.
That might have been late 30 years ago but now it is not considered late.
Services connecting until last train from London each evening would be good e.g. if last train from London
reached Wat Jcn at 01.35, last AbFly train would leave Wat Jcn at 01.40 - this would mean customers could
buy return tickets from local station e.g.Garston and have no need to catch an expensive taxi at Wat Jcn just
to get home.
It would be useful to have trains that do not break down, a ticket machine that works and a functioning
departure and arrival indicator.
The train and stations provided are good, just the lack of trains (frequency and how late they run) which
means I can not use them as much as I would like.
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Comments on the Abbey Line train service - continued
Watford North to Watford High Street is the quickest and cheapest way for me to shop in Watford, especially
at Christmas and other peak times when there is heavy traffic. It is also brilliant that we are able to get into
central London quickly without haing to worry about parking at a station (although our children would find it
useful if trains ran later for this purpose).
It is a pain when the ticket machine at Watford North is not working and there is no guard on the train as a
ticket has to be purchsed at Watford Junction which can mean missing the most convenient train for the
onward journey.
When it works it is an useful service cutting out need for travel into London when coming from the North.
Unfortunately, it is regularly cancelled at short notice and doesn't run late enough in the evening.
The Abbey Line is a valuable resource for both Watford and St. Albans and, of course the places in between.
I really feel it an underused gem and there is great potential in improving access between the two towns and
maybe even further beyond if a link culd be built between the Abbey Line and the Midland mainline near Park
Street.
Some people use this service without buying a ticket.
Because I have a 16-25 railicard, it is considerably cheaper to buy daily returns instead of a season ticket.
However as there is no ticket machine at Park Street and the likihood of a ticket seller being on the train/the
hassle of having to find them, I uy a weeks load in advance online. However, when, the train is cancelled, I
have tickets I cannot use. We know the bus replacement is useless, espcially if not at St Albans or Watford
points.
Being at Park Street it would be easier to go to Radlett into Lndon for work when this happens but then I have
a useless ticket. I've pleaded many times they make ticket accpeatnce with Thameslink whenever cancelled
train. This happened the last time but I'm not sure if its actual protocol. It should be!
Or have tickt machines at all stations then I would buy them each day and could avoid buying if cancelled.
Hardly ever any ticket collectors on train, so loads of people get away without paying - and this makes it look
as if the service isn't being used.
great service. to many get on and off without paying.
When I get off the train at Bricket Wood in the evenings there is often a gang of young men hanging around
smoking weed which I find really intimidating. There needs to be CCTV to make me feel safer.
Its a friendly little service and an asset to the community. Being able to catch a train to Euston from there
would be very beneficial.
It's a really useful service - wish it could be more frequent.
If one travels from or between intermediate stations - there is no way of paying!
very dirty trains, do not want to sit on the seats either as they appear very dirty
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Comments on the Abbey Line train service - continued
I use this train a lot and my friends and I would use it a lot more if it were reliable and trains ran until midnight.
I think people would use this service more on a whim because it is a local service but it is so unreliable.
I would like to use thisservice coming back from London but the connection between trains coming in from
London and working out the Abbey times and then spontaneously buying a ticket do not work well and cannot
be done in a hurry. Therefore a conductor or a type of contactless ayment would work well.
We feel lucky to have this but would love it to run more frequently and later into the evening. We'd then use
the service to St Albans in order to go out for dinner and see live bands etc
Very rarely asked for ticket. I always buy one but I think many passengers don't.
A through service to London, greater frequency, and the availability of travel cards are overwhelmingly the
issues that affect use of this line by me and the majority of people.
For me a direct connection to London would be a big plus!!
More frequent & reliable service. Better rail replacement.
I use the train rarely as car is usually more convenient. When i used to cycle and had no children i loved the
train and the Abbey cycle route to smallford and Hatfield
Would like it to run slightly later back from St Albans to Watford
This is a very handy service to and from Watford.... I would use it much more if it went on into London and
back
Service until midnight?
Since our train was replaced by an older one there is more delays and cancellations than ever. This is a
fantastic line but there is room for improvement
Please clean the train or up date it. It looks very un loved. thank you.
Would love to have an evening service as the bus service from How Wood to St. Albans is useless after about
6pm!! I frequently feel frustrated that I have no option but to pay for an expensive taxi!
Main current issue is reliability: poor at present. This service obviously fobbed-off with minimally re-furbished
trains.
This line clearly low priority with current operator: strongly recommend change of operator at re-franchising.
I like the service. If it ran into London directly I would use it as an alternative to the current Thameslink service
from our mainline station.
Competion could make the operators of the current St.Albans City to St. Pancras service wake up a little and
teat customers better.
I'm retired now so I use it infrequently, but I used to use it every day.
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Comments on the Abbey Line train service - continued
Cleaner trains.
When I have used the service I have been very pleased with it.
I think the position of St Albans Abbey station is a problem in that it is not close to St Albans mainline station. I
appreciate there may be an integrated bus service, however this does not lead to an efficient way of
commuting. The good things about Watord Junction is that you just have to change platform to either to travel
to London or go north.
Single ticket price is virtually same as a return! Discourages me from the healthy option of walking one way to
St Albans & taking train back!
I commute into London from north Watford 3x a week and would love to be able to catch a train all the through
from north Watford abbey line to Euston. I currently use the Abbey flyer to go to St Albans to visit family and
generally to visit St Albans as i means you don't have to pay for parking and it's a pleasant way to travel.
Running trains straight to London without a connection at Watford would not make this service more attractive,
unless the journey from Watford Junction to Euston was between 17 & 23 minutes (e.g. same as the fast
trains from Watford Junction). If the servce was a multi-stop (slow) train, then I would still change at Watford
Junction, so there would be no gain. Extending the service to Moor Park, where I could pick up a fast
Metropolitan line train would be attractive.
Disabled young people friendly. My son loves it.
I look forward to using the Abbey Line train service!
The latest trains appear to be cleaner inside. I hope this continues.
We need proper investment in the Line to make the services run hourly and more reliability from the ticket
machines. But we love the Flyer!
Security at stations may be a problem given that most are relatively secluded but additional lighting for
example would disturb adjoining residential buildings
This is a great little train line, and could be so much better if there was more than one line, so not having to
wait so long for the one train, and it also went directly through to London.
The Abbey Line is an excellent resource but currently too many passengers escape payment because they
board the train at the smaller, unmanned stations. Inspectors should make spot checks but only if tickets are
available beforehand and easily available.
It gives a very good service and although I am retired and do not use a great deal would hate to see it go or
decline
Service has been terrible in recent months with lots of cancelled trains, and poor state of carriages in use.
I think that there would be a lot more users of Abbey Line if you could use Oyster along its length.
it would be useful if it was a tube line
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Comments on the Abbey Line train service - continued
We need ticket inspectors!! Love this line, but people need to pay!!
It's great because you don't have to pay. As much as you want to its mostly impossible. No doubt it's looked
upon as a loss making line but the truth is if it's losing money it's because no one on train to take your money
...very rarely.
Please keep it going, a highly desirable service to have at our doorstep
service has been shocking for sometime last minute cancellations old trains passed off as new I could go on
It would be good to convert Bricket Wood station building into a café serving the rail users and local
community. Building is currently useless!
Broken.down trains every week is unacceptable
1) The ticket machine at Watford North is often broken.
2) When it is working the ticket machine does not offer certain tickets (e.g. the cheaper option for the weeklong railcard into London.
3) Me and 100s of others switch trains to go into London, peraps a continuation of the line into London would
be worth considering. One that stops at Watford Junction to allow passengers to transfer and travel to other
destinations.
4) Although improved, the trains were often cancelled in the run-up to Christmas, hank you for the small
chocolate and note....
5) Thank you to the drivers and other staff who otherwise make this a short and pleasant journey (and saves
me a 25 minute walk to Watford Junction)
When it runs it's great.
A pity the bus pass can't be used on local trains.
Great line but frequency needs to be improved
i cycle to radlett from bricket wood to commute to work and would seriously consider abbey line if it were more
frequent, half hourly or better. Through trains in evening peak reduce the risk of missing connection but really
all it needs is for the operatr to publish, and stick to, a sensible policy for holding branch if train from London
late. And it would need decent secure cycle parking at Bricket Wood
Policing of ticketing is laughable, very often the "security guards" sit around doing nothing. Us weekday
commuters must entirely subsidise the weekend and evening travellers as they are never asked to show or
buy tickets on the train. London Midland are osing out on a huge amount of revenue.
There should be a passing loop mid route to enable a more frequent service.
Used to use the service daily when working in Watford and living close to station. Would like to see it remain
and improved and I'm sure direct trains to Euston would greatly improve its usage
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Comments on the Abbey Line train service - continued
Great service.Long may it continue.
I am disabled and the lack of information on the line regarding delays if very frustrating. Also the monitor
detailing departures at the bottom of platform 11 at Watford Junction has been out of order for some weeks
which is particularly unhelpful.
A key local service that must be preserved and enhanced. Road links to Watford at rush hour are impossible.
Abbey Flyer is a quick and convenient alternative
Services going directly to and from London Euston should be put in place ASAP. The infrastructure has been
installed and paid for. It is an abuse of fare payers and taxpayers not to use it. Direct services would making
extending the services into the eening easier as the branch line would have to co-ordinate with the main
timetable.
Of late, No. 1 priority has become RELIABILITY - of existing and any future, improved service. Current
operator appears to regard the line as very low priority, yet I know it is a vital link for many people, and a great
source of frustration when it unexpctedly fails
More frequent service, evening trains and through trains to Euston are the ideal way forward for the line.
Needs to be more frequent to really be useful to people. Times should link better with trains into Watford
junction
1) reliability. less last minute cancellations.
2) frequency. 2 per hour
I'm unsure of the replacement bus service details so I worry about what I would do if the train isn't running.
Direct links to London would be very beneficial and welcomed but would need careful consideration with car
parking etc. and local resident streets/permits and visitor parking. Westminster lodge car park could be
expanded/ multi-story. The improvement thatwould make the most impact to the current line would be a more
frequent and late service at weekends. A trial run would be welcomed. Ticket inspectors need to be present on
every train and/or ticket turnstiles introduced as it is very easy to dodge fares!Low noise and pollution trains
would need to be introduced (non Diesel engine) to avoid local community opposition.
it would be nice if a single fare ticket was nearer a half price of return ticket
Extend the line to St alban city station and let the metropolitan LUL takeover the section, so a few of met line
travel from St alban city station to harrow on the hill via Watford junction and Croxley. This will give a good link
between luton airport andWatford.
Not sure what is meant by "not at all desirable". Does it mean it's not important to me? or does it mean
"Undesirable", as in "a bad idea"? More space for bikes is a good idea, but I shall never use it. And catering
opportunities on a 15 minute journey ispointless.
I really feel that contactless payment systems could rapidly decrease the fare-dodging on the line.
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Comments on the Abbey Line train service - continued
if services ran later into the evening - so that it was possible to make the return journey from St Albans to
Watford after a night out - I would make much more use of the service. This would also give lots of Watford
residents the encouragement to enjoy night out in St Albans knowing that a £25 return journey by taxi would
be required.
Useful to see the departure times up in the main concourse at Watford Junction, thanks for that.
When I do use it I have been lucky and it runs well and on time!!
This provides a great device for many workers. It's normally on time. I start my travelling at Garston in the
morning and return to Garston in the evening, Garston train station is set back and the walk through the path/
alley is not very well lit. Hence hy I only use it when I finish earlier in the winter months
If they were to run more frequently and longer into the evening that would be great!! Although as a young
female I do feel unsafe using the train in the evening
It breaks down so often that you cannot rely on it. On several occasions my daughter has not made it to work
on time because of sudden cancellations and I have personally avoided getting a job in Watford as I find the
service completely unreliable. I now se it to get to St Albans for a local job but always have to be prepared to
walk all the way in (VERY hard for lone females due to unguarded underpass under Park Street roundabout)
because you never know when it's going to run. It's a very poor service an I would not have moved to this area
if I had known how often your trains break down or just don't run at all. As for the rail replacement bus this is
not an acceptable alternative. People cannot just stand and wait for ages when they have to get to work.
Would like the train to run till Midnight everyday as I do shift work and I would be able to commute to and from
work via the train and not have to drive.
Staff visabilty on train would not be necessary if I can buy a ticket for my trip Garston to Watford junction.
Many times I have been with others unable to buy tickets
I already hold a season ticket for the Abbey Line (Garston->Watford), despite only using it infrequently,
because it only adds a little cost to my yearly season ticket Watford->Euston. I suspect that this might be true
for quite a few users. However, I amstrongly behind the installation of ticket machines at all the stations,
because even many regular users at peak times seem to not have a ticket, and thus the line is plausibly
haemorrhaging money at the moment.
The Abbey Line train service is extremely valuable to me and has aided my accessibility significantly over the
years. However it has been frustrating recently how often the Line has been unable to run (for numerous
reasons).
my wife doesn't use the service as their are groups of young adults who use the station as their hangout to
drink and smoke.
The train seems to be cancelled or delayed quite often. There seem to be no announcements when trains are
delayed. The speakers on Watford North station are not audible.
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Comments on the Abbey Line train service- continued
A fantastic service
I commute to London daily and often some days to St Albans...i would be lost without this service
I'm never sure what to do if I get on at Bricket Wood without a ticket - do I pay later at St. Albans station?
I would use the Abbey line much more often if more mainline trains stopped at Watford Junction. I nearly
always have to catch the Thameslink train to St Pancras and walk to Euston.
My husband and I love this service. Please dont ever cancel it.
Part time season tickets would be welcome, I commute 3 days a week yet it is cheaper for me to purchase a
weekly ticket.

Better platform communication - often when the train is cancelled there is no information and the platform
display has the train as bing on time, so people wait for a train that isn't coming instead of making their way to
Watford junction
Leave it as it is
I have applied for a job in St Albans and, if successful, intend to use the Abbey Line. However, whether or not
I accept the job will depend on the working hours versus the train timetable, so a more frequent service would
be fantastic!
My main reason for not using the Abbey Flyer is the infrequent times. I had to connect to the Abbey Flyer at
times when I couldn't drive and due to connections with buses had to wait around 50 mins for the train as I
would just miss the previous departur. All for a journey that would take 15 mins
It's a great asset to the community but should be more frequent and run later in the evening to make it more
viable.
I would like more time between euston trains arriving and abbey service leaving Watford, I would also like the
train to be held if a euston train is late, to be at least 5 mins to get from platform from main line to platform 11
The Abbey Line is a fantastic service when it runs properly. While enhancements such as WiFi would be
welcome, the basics of a reliable service and the ability to buy a ticket for it (without breaking the journey at
Watford to do so) would make a much mor significant difference. A later evening service would be most
welcome. More frequent trains would be good too.

I think it's a fantastic service and hope it continues. It has been used a lot by my children.
More frequent trains would be great and encourage me to use it more.
Connections into London
Please ban bicycles on the train
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Comments on the Abbey Line train service - continued
Currently if there is a long wait for the train I walk to St Albans from How Wood. The long gap between
services does put me off going. Also when coming back by train from Birmingham I tend to have a long wait at
Watford Junction for a train to How Wood. f trains were more frequent I would definitely use them more. If the
line could somehow finish at St Albans City Station instead of St Albans Abbey I think much more people
would use it. I rarely see a ticket inspector between How Wood and St Albans Abbeyand the ticket machine at
St Albans Abbey has not accepted cash or is out of order when I have tried to use it. At other unmanned
stations I have been to the train driver has a big mirror or a TV screen to see when it is ok to close the doors.
Perhaps theAbbey line could have this, or it could do with another person selling tickets whilst the conductor
stays at the back to do the doors.
It would be nice if it didn't get cancelled so often
The availability of this service was key to me deciding to live in Bricket Wood. I love using this service,
appreciate staff decorating trains at Christmas as do my children, and would use it more if it was more
frequent and ran later.
The direct facility to London, if provided, should also be available at 'off- peak'.
We can then use our rail cards !
In the event that we should win a prize - the third category only please !
Needs to be in zone 6.
Although I can get to St.Albans using my bus pass, the journey is not nearly as straight forward. Buses are
crowded, unreliable and take twice as long due to traffic congestion. The Abbey line is great when it is working
well. Also if trains ran later I wuld be more inclined to go to St Albans in the evening.
The Abbey line for me is not essential but it is very good to have it when I travel to St.Albans as I much prefer
it to the bus, its quicker!
Needs greater frequency at peak times - most important requirement
Needs later evening trains - 2nd most important requirement
It could be a more valuable and well used service
Think about the people who live close to the train track, do not do to many at the evening because this can
disrupt the lives of the people who live close to the line.
Also this survey could of been done better by a 16 year old as you have forgotten majoraspects such as time
periods of the amount of times the person has used the train as well as needing a sometimes or a depends on
situation, for the yes and no questions.
Since the new (old) trains have been put on the line, the service has become incredibly unreliable with last
minute cancelations and poor alternative transport (actually quicker to walk to Watford junction). There has
been no noticeable improvement since he line was closed for several weeks. If I have an important meeting I
book a taxi rather than risk the uncertainty of the flyer.
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Comments on the Abbey Line train service - continued
More frequent trains required for sure and also cancellations at Watford should also be announced or notified
at Euston so I'm not stranded at Watford when in a rush. I can take an alternative route then!!!
The above is list is more suitable for a long journey. For the short journey on the Abbey Line the priority for me
is being clean, safe (lighting, cameras, help lines), being able to pay for the journey (too much money is lost
due to no ticket barriers whch jeopardises the viability to run it!) and a running later so you can get home
without having to leave somewhere early or pay extortionate taxi fares.
This service is a vital link in the area and needs to be maintained at all costs
More frequent services and through running to Euston are very desirable
I think that the flyer is a great little train line and that is with me living right by the line. However, although I am
happy with increased number of trains I wouldn't want them going through the night or any more than every 30
minutes. I feel that ther must be a better way for users to buy train tickets without getting them on the train and
couldn't barrier systems be installed at the stations to stop users getting on and off without paying.
The times I do use this service I find the trains to be very dirty and rubbish is left on seats and the floor. I do
not get the impression that the trains are cleaned on a regular basis
Why are tickets not available on the train
I would be more likely to use this line if it had an easier connection to London and was more frequent. I think
the Watford Junction station is too difficult to get to the shopping centre too.
This is a valuable service which needs to be used by more people.
had very annoying experience recently. I arrived at St Albans abbey in time for the 09.22 (using the online
timetable) but heard a train leaving! the electronic board said the next train departed at 10.00 (not according to
the current train schedule poste on the platform) so I texted the train info number given on the poster which
stated a train left at 09.33. This did not materialised so I phoned the info line (India?) helpful respondent
patched me to the train operator customer services who did not answr my call for so long that the 10.00 had
come & I gave up.
The train leaves St Albans Abbey at 09.15 & 10.00 but the online & station poster state the departure is
09.22.
The consequence was that I had planned to walk back from Watford using the Abbey lyer trail, getting a colour
brochure from Watford Junction but I didn't have time to do this so I got off at Garston & found my own way to
the trail, & got lost several times
Payment. Too many people, including myself never pay for the service. I am not happy to use my bank card
on a remote platform. Bring back the ticket collector, if not, then an oyster type card seems sensible
Single leg pricing (half price of day return) should be available to increase flexibility, e.g. Return journey for
cyclists, single trip to connect to St. Albans city station and onwards to Luton airport. Turn up and go smart
ticketing should be availableideally working with with onwards bus services to access the city station.
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